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For many, Mexican-American history is an obscure story, possibly a couple pages in a
5-inch textbook. For us, however, it contains fascinating depth and color. As
Mexican-Americans ourselves, the connection to Latinx history is bright and wide. Through
our research, we realized that much of that history is unrecognized, and often ignored or lost
to time.
We sought to discover what scattered pieces we could put together, what we could
unearth from a garden of buried stories. We started with the National Chicano Moratorium.
As we continued to study how it impacted the Chicano Movement, we noticed that reporter
Ruben Salazar was a vital part of its discourse in both life and death. His controversial
reports were empowering encouragement to the Chicano community and allowed Salazar to
address and confront Anglo-Americans about Mexican-American issues. This connected to
the theme of “Communication in History: The Key to Understanding”, and in the interest of
learning more about a man we had never heard of before, we pursued the thread.
We looked through website articles to guide our research and generally understand
the eﬀects Salazar had on the Chicano Movement. Newspapers, magazines, interviews, and
podcasts gave us insight into the nuanced interactions between Salazar, the Chicano
community, and law enforcement. Two valuable sources, Border Correspondent and the Los

Angeles Times archives, oﬀered a complete collection of Ruben Salazar’s writings, shedding
light on his opinions and a ﬁrsthand account of the many turbulent situations of the time.

We chose to make an exhibit because we felt that the complexity surrounding Ruben
Salazar would be best communicated through a multifaceted board. We wanted to be able to
showcase both the work of Ruben Salazar and the community which he fought for. The
colors and design connect to the Mexican heritage of our topic and to the heavy inﬂuence
and importance of newspapers, as well as highlight diﬀerent types of text. We organized our
exhibit to cover Salazar’s career and his lasting impact on the Chicano community, and how
Salazar’s death left a dark inkstain on the pages of history.
In connection to communication being the key to understanding, many
demographics were impacted by Salazar’s work to expose corruption and oppression, while
also giving a factual report on events. He was known for being a controversial reporter
because of his willingness to challenge authority and confront injustice. This gave the
Chicano Movement a mainstream platform as he worked to connect to those who disagreed
with him most. Even after death, Salazar’s legacy persisted. Reborn as a martyr, he served as a
tragic example of police brutality, a conﬂicting result that both energized and diminished the
Movement. Although Salazar’s story was until recently, forgotten in the pages of time, his
impact reaches into the modern world, when journalism is a vital source of information but
when minorities are still underrepresented in the newsroom. His work remains an
inspiration for journalists and for researchers, seeking yet another piece to the puzzle of their
history.
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Ruben Salazar award in his honor. This article helped us further grasp the impact that
Salazar had, as he was one of the ﬁrst to provide a national, non-white perspective on
Mexican-American issues.

Online Exhibits
“McCarthyism and the Red Scare.” Miller Center, University of Virginia,
https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/educational-resources/age-of-eisenhower/mcar
thyism-red-scare. Accessed 17 Jan. 2021.

This source oﬀered a background on the Red Scare, which prompted the scrutinizing
and investigation of any Communist tendencies in both the U.S. government, media,
and society. We connected this to Salazar’s own FBI ﬁle, which had been created in
1955, as well as the government’s interest in his investigative techniques and
left-leaning tendencies of his later work, allowing us to better understand law
enforcement’s perspective on the Chicano Movement.

Periodicals (Other)
“August 29th Los Angeles.” El Grito Del Norte, vol. 3, no. 9, JSTOR, 26 Jul. 1970, p. 2.
jstor.org/stable/10.2307/community.28456082. Accessed 11 Jan. 2021.
This article was a promotion of the Chicano Moratorium, providing us with
knowledge about the high hopes and expectations participants had for the event,
which was to be a massive protest not only against the discrimination within the
Vietnam War, but also against police brutality. It was interesting for us to see how
hopeful activists were for this event, and we learned this large moratorium had been
planned for a year with activist groups from all over the Southwest planning on
sending people to the protest as they called for a strong yet celebratory call for an end
to discrimination, a call which may have startled white oﬃcials in Los Angeles and
the police department.
Camejo, Antonio. “Police Attack L.A. Moratorium.”Generation East Lansing, vol. 1, no. 1,
JSTOR, 1 Jan. 1970, pp. 6-7. jstor.org/stable/10.2307/community.28037219. Accessed 4
Jan. 2021.
This source was a short-lived student periodical from Michigan discussing the events
of the Chicano Moratorium in East Los Angeles, as well as commenting on how
Chicanos should respond to such aggression from the police. This allowed us to
understand the breadth of impact that the Moratorium had on the grassroots
movements within the Chicano Movement, as it began to inﬂuence not only the
community of Los Angeles, but also Chicanos nationwide.
“Chicanos and the Draft.” El Alacrán, vol. 1, no. 1, JSTOR, MEChA, California State
University Long Beach, 1 Jan. 1971, p. 4.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/community.28455680?seq=4#metadata_info_tab_contents
. Accessed 4 Jan. 2021.

This article, written before the ﬁnal moratorium organized by the National Chicano
Moratorium Committee Against the Vietnam War and its disbanding in 1971, exhibits
the sentiments of the Chicano community towards the Vietnam War. This showed us
that Chicanos were acutely aware of the irony in their service towards what they
believed to be imperialist eﬀorts to control Vietnam, as the U.S. called for “liberation,”
whilst its own people were oppressed.
Hernandez, Eugene. “An Evaluation.” Machete, vol. 5, no. 1, JSTOR, 16 Feb. 1971, pp. 4-7.
jstor.org/stable/10.2307/community.28456683. Accessed 11 Jan. 2021.
This source provided an analysis of previous violence against East L.A. Chicanos and
called for an investigation into police brutality in the January 1971 Moratorium. This
article gave away one crucial fact however, that after the August 1970 Moratorium in
which Salazar was killed, the Los Angeles Times placed the blame for violence on
protesters, and that they denounced all Moratoriums despite the fact that two had
been peacefully carried out before the one in which Salazar died. We wondered if this
attempt to place blame was on the part of Anglo staﬀ writers who continued to place
faith in the police.

“Los Angeles: Police War on Movimiento.” El Grito Del Norte, vol. 4, no. 1, JSTOR, 28 Feb.
1971, pp. 1-2. jstor.org/stable/10.2307/community.28456088. Accessed 11 Jan. 2021.
This source detailed the cases in which violence had occurred at protests as a result,
from their perspective, from police agitation. This article had several key clues that
would continue our line of research. The idea that police claimed that Chicanos had
been “‘misled by Communists’” proved particularly interesting, as it gave purpose to
those actively opposing the Chicano Movement, as they likely held similar false
stereotypes to be true about Chicanos and the Movement.
Staﬀ, Daniel V. Lopez. “L.A. Police Attack Chicano Moratorium - Two Die.” El Gallo, vol. 2,
no. 9, JSTOR, 1 Jun. 1970, pp. 1-7. jstor.org/stable/10.2307/community.28455987.
Accessed 11 Jan. 2021.
This periodical was much more radical in interpretation than fellow periodicals at the
time, calling police “pigs” throughout, referring to the region of the Southwest as
Aztlán, and labelling the United States a foreign government. However, it described in
detail the violence that occurred that day, and featured an account from an attendee

who was permanently blinded in his eye after oﬃcers beat him. This provided a
perspective we had not yet seen, one much more full of rage for the events that had
occurred and that likely reﬂected the attitudes of many in attendance at the
Moratorium, so we used this source to present the situation’s complexity.
Valencia, David V. “Comunicación en Mase.” El Alacrán, vol. 1, no. 8, JSTOR, MEChA,
California State University Long Beach, 1 May 1971, p. 6.
jstor.org/stable/10.2307/community.28455681. Accessed 4 Jan. 2021.
This source outlines the schedule for a Mass Media Day dedicated to the late Ruben
Salazar at an auditorium in Long Beach, CA, featuring university speakers to discuss
how Chicanos are presented and present themselves in mass media. This showed us
how the Moratorium and the death of Salazar brought interest and focus onto
methods of communication, as well as how the Chicano Movement would present
itself in the coming decade.

Photographs
“Chicano Moratorium Committee Marches Against the Vietnam War.” Oakland Museum of
California,
http://picturethis.museumca.org/pictures/viva-la-raza-national-chicano-moratorium-a
ugaugust-29-eeast-la. Accessed 23 Jan. 2021.
This source provided the image of a “viva la raza” poster informing of the August
29th march. We used this on our exhibit to help display the nature of the Moratorium.
“Journalism - Ruben Salazar.” The National Postal Museum, Smithsonian Institution,
https://postalmuseum.si.edu/exhibition/celebrating-hispanic-heritage-culture/journalis
m. Accessed 23 Jan. 2021.
This source provided us with the image of Ruben Salazar’s stamp, which we used in
our section about how he has been remembered and honored since his death. The
stamp was issued on April 22, 2008.
“LIFE Covers: The Vietnam War.” Usastruck.com, 5 Sept. 2011,
usastruck.com/2011/09/05/life-covers-the-vietnam-war/. Accessed 9 Jan. 2021.

These photos provided visual examples and a strong reminder of the struggles and
protests of the Vietnam War. This source provided the evidence and reasoning behind
the protests and riots against the war, such as the countless dead and injured or the
signs of a drawn out conﬂict that was doing more harm than good.
“Los Angeles Times Photographic Archives.” Calisphere, 13 July 2006,
calisphere.org/collections/153/?q=&rq=Ruben+Salazar. Accessed 12 Mar. 2021.
This source contained a collection of photos from the Los Angeles Times, including
Ruben Salazar. This provided our project with photos and gave our team a visual
example of the events of the time.
“Ruben Salazar (1928-1970) Papers.” The University of Southern California,
http://digitallibrary.usc.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/p15799coll78. Accessed 23
Jan. 2021.
This source provided us with many photographs of Salazar, as well as legal
documents regarding citizenship and marriage. We decided to place this under
photographs rather than documents because the photos were of more use and are
featured on our exhibit.
“The Chicano Moratorium Virtual Exhibit.” University of San Diego, 2020,
https://diversity.ucsd.edu/about/events/chicano-movement/chicano-movement-virtualexhibit/chicano-moratorium-exhibit.html. Accessed 23 Jan. 2021.
This source provided us with many photographs, interviews, and documents, giving
us not only a better understanding of the Chicano Moratorium, but also of opposition
to the Vietnam War. A poster from this source is found on our exhibit.

Podcasts
Chiotakis, Steve, host. “Remembering the Chicano Moratorium and Legacy of Journalist
Rubén Salazar.” Greater L.A., KCRW, NPR, 27 Aug. 2020,
https://www.kcrw.com/news/shows/greater-la/chicano-moratorium-becoming-los-ang
eles-spiders/chicano-moratorium. Accessed 8 Jan. 2021.
We decided to place this podcast as a primary source due to the large number of ﬁrst
hand accounts featured in this episode. This served as an important source in

understanding the attitudes and chaos surrounding the Moratorium, and we learned
more about activists’ experiences, beliefs that the police instigated violence, and
about the events that occurred that day.

Radio
“The Chicano Moratorium.” Paciﬁca Radio Archives, American Archive of Public
Broadcasting (GBH and the Library of Congress), 5 Nov. 1970,
http://americanarchive.org/catalog/cpb-aacip-28-6t0gt5fp55. Accessed 11 Jan. 2021.
This documentary broadcast covered the events leading up to and surrounding the
Chicano Moratorium, along with exposing the questionable actions of the police
against both the peaceful protest and the death of Ruben Salazar. This expanded our
research by detailing how the events were communicated to the public and we were
able to identify communication and racial issues that still occur today.

Reports
Salazar, Ruben. and Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, DC. Stranger in One’s
Land/Ruben Salazar Distributed by ERIC Clearinghouse [Washington, D.C.] 1970
https://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/disp_textbook.cfm?smtID=3&psid=612. Accessed 17
Mar. 2021.
This source detailed the various reasons behind the Chicano Movement and the
reasons behind the Mexican-American push for police and law reform. This added to
our research by describing the oppression against the Chicano population and how
this has silenced them.

Videos
Lucio, Laura. “Laura Lucio Reporting on Rubén Salazar.” NAHJVideos, Youtube, 16 Aug.
2010, https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=FAxLv9bx-IM.
Accessed 30 Jan. 2021.
This video appears to be from the late 1980s, but it provided a clip of an interview of
Ruben Salazar. From this source we took a picture and a quote, displaying how much
Salazar invested in the community he covered.

Websites
Espinoza, Juan. “Echoes of a 1970 Briefcase.” The Ruben Salazar Project, University of
Southern California, 17 Apr. 2012,
https://rubensalazarproject.com/2012/04/17/echoes-of-a-1970-briefcase/. Accessed 7
Jan. 2021.
This article detailed Salazar’s work and his growing impact on the Chicano
Movement leading up to the time of his death. We realized that Salazar not only
followed change, but sought to help create it, and that the issues he discussed in 1970
are still issues prevalent in the Latino community in 2021, especially those of
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understanding of Salazar as both a journalist and a man, and we used quotes from
interviews Espinoza conducted with Sal Castro and Dolores Huerta, both leaders of
the Chicano Movement.
Grieco, Elizabeth. “Newsroom Employees are Less Diverse than U.S. Workers Overall.” Pew
research Center, 2 Nov. 2018,
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/11/02/newsroom-employees-are-less-diver
se-than-u-s-workers-overall/. Accessed 30 Jan. 2021.
This source provided statistics for the current diversity conditions in newsrooms,
allowing us to understand just how much - and how little - has changed since
Salazar’s death. We included a statistic: there are many more non-Hispanic newsroom
employees than Hispanic, which is placed in our “Legacy” section.
Raines, Keisha. “9 Must-See Murals by Latinx Artists in East L.A.” Thrillist, 12 Nov. 2020,
https://www.thrillist.com/travel/los-angeles/murals-in-east-la-latinx-artists. Accessed
30 Jan. 2021.
The murals presented in this article provide a visual example of the results of unrest
in East Los Angeles following the Moratorium. While this source provided some
commentary, we decided to classify it as primary because we used it solely for its
pictures of murals.
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Accessed 4 Jan. 2021.
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decades-long insensitive propaganda in contrast with the reality of tragic loss
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overview of the contents of the investigation. This added to our research by showing
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Moratorium, putting the event in the perspective of those most harmed by its tragedy.
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to our research because it showed how long and how willing the government and the
police were to cover up past brutality against minorities, only releasing the
information after pressure through several media campaigns.
Paredez, Deborah. “Soldiers in La Guerra.” The New York Times, 5 Jan. 2018,
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Jan. 2021.
This article described the importance of recognizing Latino Vietnam veterans, as well
as the impact that their service has had on the Latino community, while drawing
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these experiences unrepresented and unacknowledged.
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commonedge.org/the-chicano-moratorium-and-the-making-of-latino-urbanism/.
Accessed 4 Jan. 2021.
This source was helpful because it discussed the eﬀect of the Chicano Moratorium on
the Latino community within Los Angeles, most prominently how the Chicano
community found various ways to further their culture through art and other forms
of communication. This added to our research because it showed how despite
tragedy, the Chicano Moratorium only encouraged the growth of the
Mexican-American community and identity.
Stur, Heather. “Why the United States Went to War in Vietnam.” Foreign Policy Research
Institute, 28 Apr. 2017,
https://www.fpri.org/article/2017/04/united-states-went-war-vietnam/. Accessed 3 Jan.
2021.
This source provided a basic understanding of why the U.S. engaged in international
conﬂict, as well as explained the ideologies surrounding the necessity of war in the
1960s. This helped us forge a connection between political arguments for liberty
abroad and calls for equality at home, juxtapositions that would create resentment in
the Meican-American community.
“The Chicano Moratorium.” KCET, Public Media Group of Southern California, 7 Nov. 2011,
https://www.kcet.org/shows/departures/the-chicano-moratorium. Accessed 24 Jan.
2021.
This source provided us with both quotes and pictures for our exhibit. Although this
provided photographs, we cited it as secondary considering that they came from
other sources and that we used quotes from the accompanying article in our exhibit.
We garnered a greater knowledge about the riots in the days following the Chicano
Moratorium on August 29th through the photographs provided, as well as the impact
the violence of that day had on future Moratoriums.
Wills, Matthew. “Police Versus the Chicano Moratorium March of 1970.” JSTOR Daily,
JSTOR, 28 Aug. 2020,
https://daily.jstor.org/police-versus-the-chicano-moratorium-march-of-1970/. Accessed
28 Dec. 2020.

This source was helpful in understanding how police brutality aﬀected not only the
Moratorium, but the Chicano Movement as a whole through aggressive and violent
tactics. This contributed another layer of depth to our research as we began to explore
why the Moratorium ended so tragically, and how that contributed to a stronger
grassroots response in Chicano activism.
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Left Top Panel Photo

Source Credit Text: Mario T. Garcia Border Correspondent, Ruben Salazar,
“25 Hours in Jail - ‘I Lived in a Chamber
of Horrors’” 1955,The El Paso
Herald-Post, FBI General Investigative
Intelligence Conditions - El Paso
Division, USC Digital Library

Left Top Panel Text
Note: due to the large amount of text on our exhibit, some information was not able to be recorded here
★

●
●

●

Courage to challenge the status quo lent Salazar the skill that made him vital to the reporting of
the later Chicano Movement. Fears of any imminent threat in Cold-War America marked Salazar’s
boldness as an interest to law-enforcement.
“After graduation, he joined the El Paso Herald-Post, the ﬁrst Mexican-American reporter for that
paper.”
“On an assignment for the Herald-Post I had myself ‘arrested’ on a drunk charge last Thursday. I
was ﬁned $15, but, acting like a broke drunk, I said I could not pay. I was sentenced to Tank 6. My
acting became better when I entered. The stench was so repulsive I vomited twice.”
“On May 5, 1955, a reporter named RUBEN SALAZAR for the El Paso Herald-Post pretending he
was drunk, was successful in getting himself arrested and thrown into the El Paso City Jail which
over the past several years has been the object of criticism because of its unsavory manner in
which it has been operated for the past several years”

Left Center Panel Photo

Source Credit Text: Mario T. Garcia Border Correspondent, The Los Angeles
Times, Sal Castro - The Ruben Salazar
Project, Rafael C. Flores and Manuel
Lopez - “Salazar Praised and Panned for
Articles on Mexican-Americans” The Los
Angeles Times (1963), NBCNews.com,
USC Digital Library, Calisphere
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Sweeping changes at the Times transforming it from a biased, partisan paper into a factual source
of information gave Salazar the opportunity to educate and create conversation in the community
he covered.
“In early 1963, Salazar brought attention to some of the conditions aﬀecting Mexican Americans
in Los Angeles in an award-winning six part series, ‘Spanish-speaking Angelenos’”
“I believe those of us that follow this series will broaden our minds in the overall problems and
will motivate us to try to help solve those of our community.”
“In describing the manner in which the East Los Angeles community is presented, I would
consider myself conservative in using the word outrageous. Your reporter managed to ‘poison the
well’ before he even developed this presentation by using a barroom dialogue as a point
departure.”
“As one of the few prominent Latino journalists in a mainstream publication at the time, Salazar
wrote about systemic issues aﬀecting Mexicans, including racial proﬁling and police brutality.”
“‘But you still had to keep your job at the Times. This was 1963, you really don’t rock the
establishment that much, otherwise you might be out of a job. He was much more hard hitting
when he came back, and his thoughts and his thinking were much more aware of what was going
on…’”

Left Bottom Panel Photo

Source Credit Text:
Mario T. Garcia - Border
Correspondent, Otis Chandler publisher of the Los Angeles
Times - UCSanDiego Library,
Ruben Salazar- “1,000 Thwarted
by Junta Guns Appeal to U.S.
Newsman for Help'' 1965 - The
Los Angeles Times, Ruben Salazar
- “Students, Army Troops Battle in
Mexico City” 1968 - The Los
Angeles Times
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Salazar’s passionate, impactful writing reﬂects that of his later more personal columns, revealing
that the events he witnessed changed him forever.
“In between, he served our readers with great distinction covering the Dominican Republic
revolution, covering the Vietnam war with a narrow escape at Da Nang, and later as our Mexico
City Bureau chief, he was on the scene, as usual, during a student-army shootout in Mexico City.”
“I looked back and realized that about 1,000 angry, emotional, hysterical men, women and
children were following us... People around the car shouted to me, ‘Tell the world how we are
treated.’... I shouted at the people that they must disperse and go home if I was to go to the cable
oﬃce and write my story. ‘They’ll kill us if you leave,’ one man shouted.”
The crowd had seen a forgein newspaperman, and they wanted to tell him their gripes. They were
not allowed to. They were not allowed to hold their rally.”
“Mexican army troops battled students in downtown Mexico City Wednesday night in the
bloodiest clash in more than two months of anti-government demonstrations. At least six people
were killed and hundreds were injured.”
“Although many of his stories from Vietnam were on-the-scene accounts of particular military
operations or political developments, again Salazar occasionally allowed himself to participate in
the events he was covering.”

Center Top Panel Photo

Source Credit Text: Otis Chandler publisher of the Los Angeles Times UCSanDiego Library, Ruben Salazar “Who Is a Chicano? And What Is It the
Chicanos Want?” 1970 - The Los
Angeles Times, Ruben Salazar “Chicanos vs. Traditionalists” - The Los
Angeles Times (1970), USC Digital
Library, 18th Street Arts Center,
NAHJVideos

Center Top Panel Text
Thesis: From 1955-1970, Ruben Salazar crafted a voice for Mexican-Americans, communicating their
issues on a mainstream platform, empowering the Chicano Movement, and creating a bridge of
understanding between Anglo-Americans and Chicanos. His violent death in 1970 at the hands of the
police, which resulted in his martyrdom, launched militant reaction and culturally uniting eﬀorts to
bring power to the Chicano Movement.
★ Salazar used the independence of his columns to give Chicanos a voice, empowering them and
shining a harsh light on unjust abuses for a mainstream, Anglo audience, inﬂuencing not only
how Chicanos viewed themselves, but how others viewed them.
● “He helped me personally gain an insight into the Mexican -American community not only
through his words, but by bringing in leaders of that community to meet with The Times
publisher and his senior editors.”
● “Chicanos, then, are merely ﬁghting to become ‘Americans.’ Yes, but with a Chicano outlook.”
● “‘… I wanted to really communicate with the people about whom I had been writing for so long.’”
●

“Salazar understood the power of television to reach large audiences in a growing Spanish-language
community. Each weeknight, his hour-long “Noticiero 34” newscast attracted nearly 300,000 viewers,
making it one of the most-watched local news shows.”

Center Center Panel Photo

Source Credit Text: The Los Angeles Times,
Ruben Salazar - “Latin Newsmen, Police
Chief Eat... but Fail to Meet.” 1970 - The
Los Angeles Times, Dolores Huerta - The
Ruben Salazar Project, El Grito del Norte
(1971), KCET.org

Center Center Panel Text
“Telling the President oﬀ could not be done in Mexico, the chief told the Latin newsmen, because
Mexico had a ‘Napoleonic’ style of justice which to Americans smacked of ‘tyranny and
dictatorship.’ This went over like a dead piñata especially with the newsmen who worked for
Mexico City newspapers.”
★ The LAPD viewed Salazar as an instigator of dissatisfaction and an encouragement to unrest.
Such hostility sparked fears that Salazar had not been a victim of accident, but the target of
brutal assasination.
● “Chicanos and the traditional-minded Mexican-Americans are suﬀering from the ever-present
communications gap. Traditionalists, more concerned with the, to them, chaﬁng terms like
Chicano, are not really listening to what activists are saying. And activists forget that tradition is
hard to kill.”
“‘Ruben Salazar was a person ahead of his time, he did have vision- unfortunately his vision was not
able to come to fruition. My birthday is on April 29th and I just think August 29th, the word 29,
always- I always confuse them. I still associate August 29 with Ruben Salazar and the day that they
killed him.’” (Dolores Huerta)
★ As many Chicano organizations began to disband, the youth’s frustrations compounded. Riots
exacerbated by anger and police eﬀorts to destroy protests plagued future Moratoriums.
●

Center Bottom Panel Photo

Source Credit Text: Commonedge.org, The
Smithsonian American Art Museum, Thrillist,
Machete (1970), “The Dialectics of
Repression: The Los Angeles Police
Department and the Chicano Movement,
1968-1971.”, The Los Angeles Times,
KCET.org
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Art: While much publicity focused on rioting, Chicanos also turned to culturally expressive ways
to communicate their grief and anger. Art blossomed in the wake of the Moratorium.
○ “Chicano artists, architects, and residents transformed their visual and spatial landscape with
a series of ﬁne grained urban design interventions… Murals educated and celebrated the
power and struggle of the community and were painted on the blank walls of the private and
public buildings.”
Justice Ignored: Salazar became what Chicanos saw as a revered and beloved channel for
understanding fall to the latest in a series of police abuses, thus solidifying his almost mythic
legacy in death.
○ “By giving militants access to the airwaves, he furnished many Mexican Americans the type
of information and an analysis of that information that could lead to their politicization or
even radicalization… The owners of KMEX, bowing to pressure from police and government
oﬃcials, now refused Chicano activists access to the airwaves.”
○ “Del Olmo… acknowledged that he and other Los Angeles Times reporters ‘never really were
○

allowed’ to fully investigate the newsman’s slaying.”
“The Los Angeles Times came out with an editorial denouncing the Moratorium saying that all the
Moratoriums have ended in violence and it’s time they are stopped. This racist paper ignores the
fact that two previous Moratorium in Los Angeles went oﬀ without incident.” (Machete 1970)
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Source Credit Text: UCSanSiego Virtual
Exhibit, Gloria Molina - The Los
Angeles Times, Consuelo Flores - The
Los Angeles Times, Tomas Benitez The Los Angeles Times, The Los
Angeles Times, KCET.org, “The
Dialectics of Repression: The Los Angeles
Police Department and the Chicano
Movement, 1968-1971.” , The Oakland
Museum of California
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Excitement devolved into rage as an event built on sharing ideas was attacked by those who
opposed them, cultivating a violent reaction to police brutality.
“The National Chicano Moratorium Against the Vietnam War in East Los Angeles would become
the biggest gathering of Mexican American demonstrators in U.S. history to that point, with about
20,000 people parading down Whittier Boulevard to what was then called Laguna Park — before
widespread violence erupted when sheriﬀ’s deputies stormed the park and skirmishes followed.”
“A block away, however, deputies from the Los Angeles County Sheriﬀ's Department, responding
to a minor disturbance, declared the demonstration an unlawful assembly and ordered the park
vacated. Before the mass of people had a chance to leave the park… well before most people knew
that police had ordered them to disperse, sheriﬀ's deputies charged the crowd… ”
“‘We were really there to have a peaceful march, and we wanted to make a point,’ she said. ‘And
instead our community was destroyed, Salazar was killed, and hundreds of people were hurt by
the batons. They came in with such force.’”
“‘It was a traumatic event. It also indelibly marked my life, forever, because it was such an unjust
experience that I witnessed.’”
“‘It was the outrage, it was the violation, I joke about it, it was 50 years ago, and I’ve been pissed
oﬀ ever since, because it was just unfair.’”

Right Center Panel Photo

Source Credit Text: The Los Angeles
Times, Sally Salazar - Border
Correspondent, El Gallo (1970), “The
Dialectics of Repression: The Los
Angeles Police Department and the
Chicano Movement, 1968-1971.”,
Mario T. Garcia - Border
Correspondent, USC Digital Library
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“Erickson and two other friends… had met the newsman [Salazar]… three days before he was
killed. In separate interviews, the three men described Salazar as shaken, worried that he was
being followed by police… ”
“… he made a special point of telling me exactly where he was going to be - something he’d never
done before. He started coming straight home from work every evening… he had taken all of the
pictures oﬀ his walls at the oﬃce.”
“... Sgt. Thomas Wilson killed Salazar by shooting a tear gas projectile into the Silver Dollar Cafe…
The 10-by-1 ½ -in. projectile passed through a doorway… went completely through Salazar's head.”
“Despite his friends’ insistence that Salazar remained in the cafe, the deputies refused to check
inside or to allow anyone to enter.”
“[Chief Thomas Reddin of Los Angeles] proclaimed that in preventing urban riots police should
engage in ‘overkill-kill the butterﬂy with a sledge hammer.’ Reddin's sledge- hammer and [Chief]
Davis's psychological warfare became the LAPD's favorite tools against Chicano activists.”
“The Moratorium committee itself disbanded in August 1971… . Leaders blamed co-option and
inﬁltration by outside agents as at least partly responsible.”
★ Chaos and disorder meant organizations could no longer function. Salazar’s killing provided
the perfect cocktail to launch the slow death of Chicano Movement activism.

Right Bottom Panel P

Source Credit Text: The Los Angeles
Times, Pew Research Center, Smithsonian
National Postal Museum

Right Bottom Panel Text
“After his death, the Mexican American community … elevated Salazar to martyrdom, with a high
school in Pico Rivera, an elementary school in Chicago, a library at Sonoma State, a building at Cal
State L.A., an annual journalism prize, scholarships and a collection of papers at USC named in his
honor. East L.A’s Laguna Park, where thousands gathered for the Aug. 29 Chicano Moratorium, is
now known as Ruben Salazar Park.”
“Non-Hispanic whites account for about three-fourths (74%) of newsroom employees ages 18 to 49,
and they represent 85% among those 50 and older. These shares are lower among workers overall.”
★

Many Mexican-American issues from Salazar’s time remain, including minority representation
in the newsroom.

Conclusion: Ruben Salazar deﬁed the stereotypes of his time, resisting the notion that
Mexican-Americans could never succeed, thus becoming a symbol for the open communication of
ideas as he dedicated his life to bridging the gap of understanding between ethnicities. His work
serves as a beacon of hope to future generations, imagining that there could be a more equal,
compassionate world.

